ABSTRACT Lipids are a major class of biological molecules and play many key roles in different processes. The diversity of lipids is on the same order of magnitude as that of proteins: cells express tens of thousands of different lipids and hundreds of proteins to regulate their metabolism and transport. Despite their clear importance and essential functions, lipids have not been as well studied as proteins. We discuss here some of the reasons why it has been challenging to study lipids and outline technological developments that are allowing us to begin lifting lipids out of their "Cinderella" status. We focus on recent advances in lipid identification, visualization, and investigation of their biophysics and perturbations and suggest that the field has sufficiently advanced to encourage broader investigation into these intriguing molecules.
investigating how these molecules contribute to the many biological processes in which they participate.
Like proteins, lipids can have structural (e.g., by stabilizing different membrane curvatures) or signaling roles. Posttranslational lipidation of proteins (e.g., palmitoylation or farnesylation) and carbohydrate-linked lipids (glycolipids) are also important examples of cellular lipid pools. It is clear that higher-order organization is key to most lipid functions, and they are believed to assemble into signaling platforms that contain both lipids and proteins . Some lipid microdomains are termed lipid rafts, and much ongoing effort is being focused on defining their parameters (Simons and Sampaio, 2011; Suzuki et al., 2012; Klotzsch and Schutz, 2013) . Because of this focus on lipid rafts, we have a better understanding of the properties of proposed raft lipids (e.g., sphingomyelins and cholesterol) than of many other lipid species. Much of what we know about lipids has come from studying synthetic membranes with specific lipid compositions. Although model membranes usually consist of very few (<10) lipid species, they have been useful for understanding the biophysical properties of lipids. At the other end of the spectrum, lipids have been implicated in various diseases, with cholesterol metabolism being a prominent example. We are now getting to a point at which we can address the roles of lipids in the middle of the spectrum-in cells.
dividing HeLa cells display exquisite chemical specificity in the regulation of their lipid content, including their side chains (AtillaGokcumen et al., 2014) . Looking at chemical structures, it becomes immediately clear that the physical properties-for example, interactions within and between different leaflets of a membrane-of, say, a lipid with a 14-carbon (C14) side chain would be quite different from those of a lipid with a C26 side chain or with significant spatial perturbations due to double bonds in the side chains (Figure 1) . Therefore, when investigating lipid function, it is important to consider the contributions both of side chains and of head groups.
The amphipathic nature of lipids, with the functional importance of both side chains and head groups, leads to a major reason why it has been difficult to make inroads into lipid function: lipids very often function in heterogeneous ensembles of lipids and proteins, and therefore there are few linear relationships that can be systematically dissected, analogous, for example, to kinase A phosphorylating kinase B. As we appreciate more that many proteins also function in dynamic and complex relationships, some of the systems biology approaches to studying protein networks should become applicable to lipids, especially when coupled with the techniques discussed in the next sections.
WhAT iS Being done To inVeSTigATe Lipid funCTion, And WheRe do We STiLL need To go?
There are many challenges to understanding the roles of lipids in biological processes. We need to 1) identify which lipid families and techniques comparable to protein analysis to visualize lipids and manipulate their levels, both globally and locally. We argue here that recent advances are now allowing us to begin to address these challenges.
Traditionally, lipid biology has been dominated by chemists, biochemists, and biophysicists. This has resulted in a nomenclature based on chemical scaffolds and connectivities, unlike proteins, which are primarily classified according to their biological function (e.g., kinase or acyl transferase). Confusingly, some lipids with similar chemical structures have different names (e.g., diacyl glycerol and ceramide), and other lipids with similar names have quite different structures (C14 and C26 ceramides) and therefore likely different functions (Figure 1 ). Perhaps it would be easier to appreciate lipid complexities if we thought about them based on their chemical structures, which is not unfamiliar to biologists accustomed to looking at molecular interactions, for example, in enzymes' active sites.
Most lipids (other than sterols) contain hydrophobic side chains and polar head groups, and different combinations of the side chains and the head groups account for much of lipid diversity (Figure 1) . It is well known that modifications to lipid head groups are essential for some lipid functions (e.g., phosphorylation of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate [PI(4,5)P 2 , or PIP2] into phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate [PI(3,4,5)P 3 , or PIP3]). However, it has only recently become clear that the identity of the hydrophobic side chains is also important (Zhang and Wakelam, 2014) . For example, although it has been known that some lipids participate in cell division (Atilla-Gokcumen et al., 2010), we recently showed that FIGURE 1: Chemical and predicted three-dimensional (3D) structures of illustrative lipids. Chemical structures and top and side views are shown for each lipid. C14 and C26 ceramide and a diacyl glycerol (DAG) with and without a double bond are shown to illustrate differences between lipids within the same species. The major variations are in the length of the fatty acid side chain (14 vs. 26 carbons) or the degree of saturation (C14 side chain with zero or one double bond). C14 ceramide vs. DAG (16:0/14:0) is shown to illustrate similar structures that have been assigned to different lipid families. The side chains are the same in both lipids; parts of the head groups vary. The 3D structures of these lipids within membranes, especially the side chain arrangements, will likely adjust depending on the local cellular environment and lipid packing. The 3D structures were obtained using the molefacture tool of VMD 1.9.1 (www.ks.uiuc.edu/ Research/vmd/allversions/cite.html) and minimized with Molecular Operating Environment 2013.08 (Chemical Computing Group, Montreal, Canada) with Amber 99 force field (Cornell et al., 1995) . the cytoplasm. Lipids can be visualized by fluorescently tagging either lipid-binding proteins or lipids directly. Although both approaches have furthered our understanding, neither is ideal because both can perturb local interactions and packing within ensembles. Lipids can be chemically linked to a fluorophore, and fluorescent lipid derivatives are commercially available. For solubility and ease of introduction into cells, fluorescent lipids often have short hydrophobic side chains. Because it is becoming clear that cells carefully and specifically regulate their lipid side chains, suggesting that they have important functions, fluorescent lipids with short side chains have limited applications. Fluorescent fusion proteins are extensively used to investigate the localization of lipids in live and fixed cells. For example, the tagged PH domain of PLCδ1 coupled to a fluorescent protein is used to study PIP2 lipids (Stauffer et al., 1998) , important regulators of the actin cytoskeleton (Varnai et al., 1999; Schultz et al., 2010 ).
What's next? Functional fluorescent tags visualized by superresolution microscopy
As we better understand lipid function, it will be possible to design markers with minimal functional disruption-for example, by identifying new lipid binding domains. Caged lipids (discussed later under Lipid perturbation/functional studies) are also promising, as is click chemistry to synthesize tagged lipids in situ. A bio-orthogonal chemical functionality (meaning that it does not occur in naturee.g., alkyne or azide) can be introduced into a lipid of interest, which is then reacted or "clicked" with a corresponding probe such as a fluorophore or an affinity tag, ideally after it is in the right cellular context and bound to its interaction partners (Prescher and Bertozzi, 2005) . Model lipids with "clicked" tags have been synthesized and visualized in cells (Neef and Schultz, 2009; Haberkant et al., 2013) . Once the specific introduction of bio-orthogonally derivatized lipids into cells, preferably at physiological levels, has been optimized, this approach will be applicable to many different lipids because it is less disruptive of lipid packing (and therefore potentially function) due to the small size and minimal local perturbation of the "clickable" azide or alkyne groups (Grammel and Hang, 2013) .
As lipid tagging improves, better imaging techniques are also needed. A major limitation of visualizing cellular lipids has been that they often localize to vesicles or small structures below the detection limit of conventional fluorescence microscopy. Recent advances in superresolution microscopy (e.g., stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy [STORM] and photoactivated localization microscopy [PALM] ) are promising and can decrease the resolution limit to ∼20 nm (Sengupta et al., 2012; Owen and Gaus, 2013) . Because few lipid markers exist and not all dyes are suitable for this technique, there are not yet many examples of direct lipid visualization. The development of new lipid tags suitable for PALM/STORM will be key. Other superresolution approaches are also options (Eggeling et al., 2009) .
Lipid biophysical properties
The physical properties of lipids are essential because they dictate how lipids interact with other lipid and protein partners. In most protein-protein interactions relatively small parts of each protein participate in the interaction. Lipids are much smaller than proteins, and therefore a larger percentage of their total surface engages with binding partners. This makes small changes in the structure and therefore biophysical properties of individual lipids and their ensemble proportionally more relevant. Much excellent work has been done in model membranes, and this work is being translated into more complex biological systems. species participate in the process; 2) visualize these lipids in relevant cellular compartments or structures, preferably in live cells so that turnover can be evaluated; 3) measure physical and mechanical properties of relevant lipids and membranes, including identification of interaction partners; and 4) perturb lipid levels for phenotypic and therefore functional analyses. We highlight some strategies that are beginning to address these challenges.
Lipid identification
Proteins and nucleic acids consist of different subunits that are repeatedly linked by the same type of chemical bond, making them amenable to iterative sequencing. In contrast, different subunits within lipids have many different chemical connectivities made by complex networks of biosynthetic enzymes, which has made systematic lipid identification more challenging. While it is possible to detect some lipid species by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), mass spectrometry (MS) is the most general method to assign the chemical structures of different lipids, and advances over the past decade now allow the detection of small quantities in complex mixtures such as cell extracts. Relevant lipids can be identified in global or targeted lipid-profiling analyses, and we can determine which lipids are enhanced or depleted across multiple samples using software to identify compositional changes. The chemical detective work needed to propose a chemical structure for a lipid of interest based on MS fragmentation patterns has been greatly aided by the recent emergence of databases such as Lipidmaps (Fahy et al., 2007) and Metlin (Smith et al., 2005; Tautenhahn et al., 2012) . Lipid MS is now getting to a stage where it can be used by a nonspecialist chemical or cell biology lab such as ours. For example, we were able to show that dividing cells regulate their lipid content and identified which lipids change with the cell cycle (Atilla-Gokcumen et al., 2014).
What's next? Next-generation MS; toward spatial resolution
Although the compositional analysis of lipids, especially in tissues, has been informative, it is not yet at the resolution that would allow systematic mechanistic insights. Usually analyses are conducted with total lipid extracts, meaning that they contain lipids from all cellular lipid compartments. To analyze specifically the composition of a region or membrane of interest, we need either to improve our ability to isolate this region biochemically for subsequent MS or to couple MS with techniques providing spatial resolution. Both strategies are gaining traction. As we learn more about membrane-based processes, we identify the proteins involved and can use these proteins as markers in biochemical isolations.
Combining MS with imaging is a promising way to assess lipid distribution in two-dimensional space. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) can visualize the organization of isotope-labeled lipids in very high lateral resolution (∼50 nm; Klitzing et al., 2013) . Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) imaging also allows visualization of the spatial distribution of different biomolecules, especially large ones. It has been mostly used to characterize phospholipids in tissues at 10-to 50-μm lateral resolution (reviewed in Berry et al., 2011) . Combining the detailed chemical information of MS measurements with spatial resolution will become even more important as our understanding of the localization of different lipids and their interactions with different partners during biological processes improves.
Lipid visualization
With most biological molecules, function depends on localization, and this is truer for lipids because they cannot diffuse freely across ever, substrate/product specificities are a secondary consideration when enzymes are used for lipid perturbation because phenotypes can be directly correlated with lipid composition as determined by MS. At present, perturbing biosynthetic enzymes or lipid-transport/ binding proteins is the most systematic and comprehensive way of changing lipid levels, but it is imprecise because we do not know the specificities or regulation, including localization, of most of these proteins. As our understanding grows, we should be able to perturb lipid levels and therefore functions more accurately.
What's next? Targeted delivery of caged lipids
The major next challenges in manipulating lipid levels are the need to do this with spatial, temporal, and quantitative control in different membrane structures. A direct strategy is to simply add lipids to cells, which is not as straightforward as it may seem because many lipids are not commercially available or have limited solubility or it cannot be predicted if/where a lipid will be transported into cells. Photoactivation of chemically cloaked (or caged) lipids involves the (not trivial) synthesis of a lipid derivative with a chemical tag that can be removed upon irradiation. This approach not only allows the generation of endogenous lipids at specific times and locations in cells, but it also serves as a delivery tool because the cellular permeability of the lipid is enhanced. Further optimization may also allow control over how much lipid is delivered to a desired location. Caged lipids are promising and have been successfully used to study several lipid-mediated signaling pathways (Subramanian et al., 2010; Mentel et al., 2011). ouTLook Lipid research in cell biology is at an exciting juncture because we are finally at a stage at which we know enough to appreciate what we do not yet understand. Lipid biochemistry and biophysics have made major contributions in model membranes that can now be coupled with modern analytical approaches to translate these findings into cells and organisms. While there are too many outstanding questions to list here, one major next challenge, for example, is to understand how or whether specific lipids interact with specific membrane proteins and whether this is necessary for function. We have some clues that this is the case. For example, MS analysis of an ATPase complex found specific lipids bound to the complex (Zhou et al., 2011) . Another study found that lipids move between organelles through a series of specific protein-binding events (Mesmin et al., 2013) . We can address questions like these only with modern interdisciplinary science. This requires a combination of approaches that draw on biology, chemistry, physics, and engineering, including the ones we discuss here. Using such integrated strategies, we are now at a point at which we can start to uncover the many important and varied roles of lipids in cell biology.
The lateral organization of lipids in a membrane can give some clues about their functions and can be measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) at nanoscale resolution. Much has been learned by AFM in model membranes (Garcia-Manyes and Sanz, 2010) , and we used this technique to show that, surprisingly, lipids isolated from dividing cells form different and more rigid domains than lipids isolated from nondividing cells, even though the total change in cellular lipids was quite small (Atilla-Gokcumen et al., 2014) . AFM is beginning to be used to investigate mechanical properties directly in cells-for example, at the plasma membrane. Our study showed that the force needed to break the plasma membrane in dividing versus nondividing cells was higher, consistent with the observations we made with isolated lipids (Atilla-Gokcumen et al., 2014 ).
What's next? Combining current techniques to address increased complexity in cells
We are only just beginning to correlate the biophysical properties of cellular lipids with function in complex systems (i.e., live cells), and it has only recently become possible to use approaches such as AFM to measure these. Other physical and analytical techniques, such as Raman spectroscopy, for example, have the potential to add valuable complementary information. Coupling some of the different techniques we discuss will help us to understand the roles of lipids and link them with protein function in specific cellular compartments. We expect that this will become possible soon: AFM and SIMS have already successfully been used together, as has been superresolution microscopy with AFM (Anderton et al., 2011; Hodges et al., 2013) .
To investigate how the physical properties of lipids affect membrane organization, different dyes to sense the membrane environment are being developed. For example, Laurdan and molecular rotor dyes can be used to assess quantitatively the lipid organization state in membranes (Owen et al., 2012; Lopez-Duarte et al., 2014) . Both dye families report on the plasma membrane and internal membrane compartments. It will be very informative to develop environmentally sensitive dyes compatible with superresolution microscopy.
Lipid perturbation/functional studies
To understand the function of lipids, we need to be able to manipulate their cellular and ideally subcellular levels. Unlike biomolecules for which synthesis is streamlined, for example, by the ribosome, lipids are synthesized by many different enzymes, making systematic lipid deletions analogous to RNA interference (RNAi) impossible. This leaves us with three options to modify the amounts of a lipid of interest: chemical sequestration (deplete), perturbation of biosynthetic enzymes (increase or deplete), and lipid addback (increase). For example, methyl-β-cyclodextrin is commonly used to remove cholesterol from membranes, but this approach is not general, and the lipid specificities are poorly understood. Altering the lipid composition by inhibiting lipid biosynthetic enzymes via small molecules or RNAi is more promising if some caveats are kept in mind. Lipid biosynthesis is tightly regulated, with many possible synthetic routes and interconnected feedback loops, which will likely result in different lipid profiles if short small-molecule or longer RNAi experiments are used (Eggert et al., 2006; Atilla-Gokcumen et al., 2011; Castoreno and Eggert, 2011) . It is not straightforward to predict the lipid composition of cells in cases in which biosynthesis has been inhibited. For example, when we analyzed cells where we had perturbed biosynthesis, we found that their lipids were not as expected by traditional biochemistry (i.e., depletion of substrate and accumulation of product; Atilla- Gokcumen et al., 2011 Gokcumen et al., , 2014 . How-
